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CRF250L
Honda's all-new CRF250L offers flexibility like no other Honda machine

http://motorcycles.honda.com.au


INTRODUCTION
 

ENGINE/DRIVETRAIN
The CRF250L is powered by a liquid-cooled, 250cc, 4-stroke, DOHC single-cylinder engine with powerful output in the low-to-mid rpm range.

The Programmed Fuel Injection System (PGM-FI), the O2 sensor, catalyzer fitted inside the muffler, and the newly applied low-friction technologies
embedded in such components as the offset cylinder and the roller rocker arm all form a synergy that delivers high environmental performance
along with excellent fuel efficiency.

CHASSIS/SUSPENSION
A newly designed frame makes use of the steel twin-tube structure to offer the rider a nimble ride while ensuring both agility and stability.

In addition, an agile, high-performance run-through ability in a wide range of situations from urban riding to off road is realized through the adoption
of an inverted suspension with a 250mm cushion stroke for the front and the Pro-Link suspension with 240mm of axle travel for the rear.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Styling has been refined into a sharper and more aggressive tone while inheriting the concept of "centralized mass with triangular proportions," a
key feature and basic principle of Honda’s CRF motocross series.

A headlight visor that enhances a tough and muscular look and a multi-reflector headlight with superb visibility.

A multifunctional digital meter that incorporates a fuel meter, a clock, and trip/odometer.

Skid plates that prevent mud, flying gravel, and other elements from damaging the engine.

A handle turning angle that extends to 45° on both left and right in a design made for manoeuvrability.

Cargo hooks in the rear fender section to make loading convenient

LAMS APPROVED
Please consult your local authority before purchasing a motorcycle for learner use. Each state and territory has its own regulations relating to the
range of motorcycle models approved under the Learner Approved Motorcycle Scheme. Honda does not warrant or represent that the models
shown are approved in each state and territory.



 

 

SPECS
 

NOTE
Overseas Model Shown

ENGINE

ENGINE TYPE 249.6cc Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, single cylinder

BORE AND STROKE 76mm x 56mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 10.7

VALVE TRAIN DOHC 4-valve

CARBURATION PGM-FI electronic fuel injection

IGNITION CDI with electronic advance

TRANSMISSION 6-speed constant mesh transmission

STARTER Electric

FINAL DRIVE 520 o-ring chain

SUSPENSION

FRONT 43mm inverted fork

REAR Pro-Link single shock



'1710b192-110f-42b4-8b23-d73522a40624'  

BRAKES

FRONT Hydraulic disc

REAR Hydraulic disc

TYRES

FRONT 3.00 x 21 inch

REAR 120/80 x 18 inch

FRAME

DIMENSIONS (LXWXH) 2,195mm x 819mm x 1,195mm

WHEELBASE 1,445mm

SEAT HEIGHT 882mm

GROUND CLEARANCE 258mm

FUEL CAPICITY 7.7 litres

KERB WEIGHT 143kg

WARRANTY

WARRANTY 12 Months

VISIT HONDA MOTORCYCLES WEBSITE

For terms and conditions please visit http://about.hondampe.com.au/Terms_and_Conditions
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